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Colleagues, 

  

Good morning - and here's to the new month of May 2014! 

  

Here are some items of interest. 
  

  

  

News of the AP 

  

AP's Maria Danilova among Columbia's 2014-15 Knight-Bagehot fellows 

  

Maria Danilova, AP's chief correspondent in the Kiev bureau, was among 

10 Knight-Bagehot Fellows in economics and business journalism named 

Thursday by Columbia University's Graduate School of Journalism for the 

2014-2015 academic year. Born in Russia, she holds a B.A. in Linguistics 

from Moscow State University and an M.A. in Political Science from 

Central European University. She previously worked in Moscow for The 

Washington Post and The Moscow Times and joined the AP's Moscow 

bureau in 2003.  Click here for the story. 
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AP a winner in Focal International Awards competition 

  

The Associated Press' Jenny Hammerton has been named "footage 

employee of the year" at the 2014 Focal International Awards, the 

world's most prominent archive footage business honors. Click here for 

the story.  

   

The awards, which celebrate the best 

use of archive footage and recognize 

those that work within the archive 

industry, were announced Wednesday 

night at a gala dinner and ceremony, 

hosted by history presenter Dan Snow. 

The London-based Jenny is in photo at 

right with George Bevir of Broadcast 

Tech. 

  

The AP also was awarded the 2014 Focal 

International Award for Best Footage 

Library. Click here for the story. 

  

And an ambitious archive digitization project earned the AP a 2014 Focal 

International Award. The winner of the "Best Archive Restoration / 

Preservation" category, AP Archive, the film and video archive of AP, 

worked with Prime Focus Technologies on the project, which was entirely 

self-funded and involved the digitization of AP's vast film and videotape 

assets to the highest specifications. Click here for the story.  

  

AP Images' Close-Up features work of Natacha Pisarenko 

  

In this month's edition of 'Close-Up', AP Images showcases the work of 

Associated Press photographer Natacha Pisarenko. Native to Buenos 

Aires, Pisarenko joined the AP in 2002 after beginning her career in 1988 

as a photographer for La Nación, one of Argentina's largest newspapers. 

She covered Afghanistan in 2003 and has since covered a wide variety of 

events, including elections, Rio de Janeiro's carnival, soccer 

championships, the Beijing 2008 Olympics, the Argentina-Chile Dakar 

Rally 2010 and the 2010 earthquake in Chile. Click here for a link to her 

work. 

  

Connecting mailbox 

  

Dave Tomlin  - How well I remember the Hendrix 5200 that John Gibbons 

brought us in Columbus in 1971. It was attached by thick cable to a large 

console that I think contained its backup memory and power supply. One 

day I had just finished a 200-word broadcast feature when somebody 

tripped on the cable. I spilled my coffee, clawing reflexively at the screen 
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as all my letters skittered toward the upper left corner like water draining 

from a bathtub. The memory backup didn't. "This changes everything," I 

thought to myself, more than 20 years before the World Wide Web had 

everybody saying it. 

  

Richard Pyle  - Noting your report Thursday on AP's WW2 photographer 

George Bede Irvin, I'm sending you a possible follow-up story. It's about a 

visit to Omaha Beach and the U.S. cemetery where he's buried, which 

Brenda and I visited in 2011.  I am attaching a photo of the two of us at 

Irvin's grave.  
  

Here's an excerpt: 

  

When I explained that in addition to military service I was a former AP 

war correspondent in Vietnam and the Middle East, Shane Williams, the 

cemetery's deputy director of visitor services, told me two war 

correspondents were buried at Normandy, one of them an AP man. We 

walked about 50 yards to a marker - oddly enough, close to where I had 

stood when Kaddi Saad-Eddine first approached me. The marker read: 

  

             G BEDE IRVIN  

     WAR CORRESPONDENT 

         IOWA   JULY 25 1944  

  

I recognized the name. George 

Bede Irvin was a 33-year-old AP 

staff photographer, killed by a 

misdirected U.S. bombing raid 

during the American breakout 

from St. Lo that began the final 

Allied push toward Paris. Irvin 

was one of five AP staffers 

killed in World War II, and I had 

written about him in the AP 

history, ``Breaking News.'' I 

wasn't lugging a copy of that formidable tome, but I did happen to have 

one copy of ``Lost Over Laos,'' the book that Horst (Faas) and I co-wrote 

about the Laos crash, and at the request of cemetery superintendent 

Hans Hooker, I donated it to the museum library.  Click here to 

see George's entire story. 

  

Lindel Hutson  - A former Oklahoma City AP bureau chief, Lindel provides 

this perspective on a controversial headline in Thursday's Oklahoman 

that called Thunder star Kevin Durant "Mr. Unreliable." Click here for a 

link to the Oklahoman's apology to the story and reaction it received. 

Lindel shares: 
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It is rather shocking because the 

Oklahoman normally doesn't throw 

darts at the Thunder. Clay Bennett, 

the principal owner, is married to 

Louise Gaylord Bennett, the 

daughter of the late Oklahoma City 

media mogul Edward L. Gaylord. 

However, the Gaylord family sold the 

Oklahoman a few years back to 

Denver businessman Philip Anschutz.  

  

The Thunder has been the darlings of the local media because of their 

winning ways and because of superstars Kevin Durant and Russell 

Westbrook. So there's considerable frustration that the team looks 

somewhat dazed in the first round of the playoffs against Memphis. They 

lost to the Grizzlies in the first round last year, with Westbrook sidelined 

with injury. The Thunder is one of the most talented teams in the league, 

yet they continue to get behind early and have to play catchup. They 

have not played up to par since the all-star break, losing to sub-par teams 

they should easily defeat. Local sports radio was highly critical 

Wednesday after their overtime loss at home Tuesday. Looks like the 

Oklahoman's headline writer got caught up in the frenzy. 

  

The headline went viral and nearly every sports program and web site 

weighed in. Most sided with Durant. Calling Durant `unreliable' was 

unwarranted and silly. He is a consistent MVP candidate and has four 

scoring titles. Earlier this year, he scored at least 25 points in 41 straight 

games, bettering the record held by Michael Jordan. Much of that was 

done with Westbrook sidelined with injury. In essence, he carried the 

team. But the headline may have had an impact on Thursday's game.  

  

The Thunder beat Memphis, 104-84, to set up a Game Seven showdown 

Saturday night in OKC. Durant scored 36 points, had 10 rebounds and 

went 14 for 15 from the free-throw line. Thursday's game was televised 

nationally on TNT and the studio crew had a little fun by asking viewers 

to vote for the most `Mr. Unreliable' on the set. Charles Barkley won with 

59 percent, followed by Shaquille O'Neal with 29 percent. Kenney `The 

Jet' Smith and Ernie Johnson came in at 9 percent each.  

  

Said Barkley: ``Me and Kevin Durant ... we're twins.'' 

  

   

Stories of interest 

  

  

Queen Mary: Mary McGrory and the lost art of the Washington prima 

donna 
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On a quiet summer evening in 1964, Mary McGrory's phone rang. The 

caller identified himself as a Secret Service agent and said that President 

Johnson wanted to stop by her apartment in 15 minutes. "Oh, really," 

McGrory replied drolly, sure that the caller was a fellow reporter pulling 

her leg, but the man on the line insisted he was serious. 

  

  

  

  

She went out into the hallway 

of her apartment building, a 

drab modern brick affair a few 

miles up Connecticut Avenue 

from the White House, and 

found several Secret Service 

agents standing near the 

elevator. Realizing that the 

leader of the free world was, indeed, on his way, she ran back inside and 

frantically tidied up. Several minutes later, the president appeared at her 

door. 

  

At age 45, Mary McGrory was already one of the most influential political 

columnists in the country, a veteran of three presidential campaigns 

whose four-times-a-week musings in the Evening Star were an absolute 

must-read for everyone from political pros to the most casual observers. 

A Bostonian ever proud of her Irish roots, McGrory had adored President 

John F. Kennedy, and she had been a constant behind-the-scenes 

presence during the Camelot years. So she was no stranger to power, but 

the impromptu nature of Johnson's visit was unnerving. 

  

McGrory invited him in and offered the president a drink. They engaged 

in some friendly small talk until Johnson, tumbler of scotch in his large 

hand, finally put his cards on the table. "Mary, I am crazy about you," he 

confessed. He wanted to sleep with her. 

  

-0- 

  

Post-Dispatch disparities - While execs at parent company Lee 

Enterprises get bonuses, newsrooms in St. Louis and elsewhere are 

"simmering the furniture"  (Scott Charton) 

  

Scott Bujnak might be the first carpenter to obtain "folk hero" status in a 

newsroom. Bujnak, 56, was until recently the head carpenter at the St. 

Louis Post-Dispatch. He's not a journalist, but on April 16 he did 

something plenty of put-upon newspaper hacks have dreamed of: He 

went into his boss's office and said he was ready to quit. For years, as the 

company had gone through financial difficulties, Bujnak had been asked 
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to economize. "The main word I heard every day was 'cheap, cheap, 

cheap,'" he said. Then, earlier this month, he discovered that Mary Junck, 

CEO of Post-Dispatch parent company Lee Enterprises, had just pocketed 

a $700,000 bonus. 

  

-0- 

  

On the Record with the White House Press Corps  (Bob Daugherty) 

  

This weekend's White House Correspondents' Dinner promises to be its 

usual boozy mix of celebrities, politicians and journalists at Washington's 

prom weekend. But at Politico Magazine, we decided to skip the annual 

rite of bemoaning all that incestuous schmoozing and go back to the 

event's roots as a moment to take stock of the best journalism being 

done around America's essential institution: Why not put the White 

House correspondents back in the White House Correspondents' Dinner? 

  

  

-0- 

  

White House Monitors, Pushes Back On Reporters' Tweets 
  

A 24-year-old White House official monitors and flags tweets from 

reporters that the White House may disagree with, according to an 

article by Yahoo published Thursday. 

  

-0- 

  

State subsidy to Kansas public broadcasting could disappear 

  

A 40-year history of state subsidies for public broadcasting in Kansas 

could evaporate when lawmakers return to Topeka this week. The state 

funding has already shrunk from $3.8 million in 2008 to $600,000 in Gov. 

Sam Brownback's budget for the fiscal year that starts July 1. At one point 
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in recent years, Brownback wanted to wipe out the funding completely. 

This year, the Kansas House wants to end the subsidies. The budget fight 

reflects both an increasingly tight state budget and conservative 

lawmakers' reluctance to underwrite what they see as left-leaning media. 

  

-0- 

  

Journalism's hiring transparency problem  (Latrice Davis/FB) 

  

Last week, a journalist friend emailed me to say that several of her 

colleagues had just been laid off, and she would appreciate any job leads 

she could pass along to them. I get emails from hiring editors all the time, 

so I did a quick comb through my inbox. And I quickly realized that the 

vast majority of those queries didn't link to a public job listing or even 

give their blessing to be forwarded far and wide. They just wanted to 

know if I personally had any recommendations. 

  

-0- 

  

The thankless work of a 'fixer' 

  

Foreign journalists know they'd be lost, or even dead, without the locals 

they hire, but do they give them credit back home? 

  

-0- 

  

CNN Cuts, Reassigns 50 Employees Across News, Digital Divisions 

CNN cut or reduced 50 positions across multiple divisions on Thursday, 

changing roles and reducing positions and salaries across the board, a 

CNN executive told TheWrap. 

-0- 

  

Newspaper company: Our customer is the advertiser, not the reader  

(Doug Pizac) 

  

-0- 

  

U.S. Knight Fellows for 2014-15 announced 

  

Twelve U.S. journalists and innovators have won John S. Knight 

Journalism Fellowships at Stanford University for the 2014-15 academic 

year. The Knight Fellowships program champions innovation, 

entrepreneurship and leadership in journalism, by helping fellows pursue 

their ideas - known in the program as "journalism challenges" - to 

improve the quality of news and information reaching the public. Fellows 
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collaborate with each other, with Stanford faculty and students and with 

Silicon Valley engineers and entrepreneurs to advance their ideas. 

  

-0- 

  

AP Beat of the Week  (Valerie Komor) 

  

  

    The letter arrived on the desk of AP's Brett Barrouquere in Louisville, 

mailed by a murderer on death row at the Kentucky State Penitentiary. 

Its news tip: Inside the prison, an inmate named James Embry had 

committed suicide after he'd "had issues with getting medical 

treatment." 

  

    "I was definitely curious," says Barrouquere. Over the next five weeks, 

his dogged reporting _ from further contacts with inmate sources to 

exhaustive open records demands and interviews with officials _ nailed 

down the almost incredible story that Embry, a 57-year-old mentally ill 

inmate, went on hunger strike and was allowed to starve himself to 

death while in state custody. 

  

    No one else had the story for a simple reason. As Barrouquere notes, 

"Nobody else talks with these guys." 

  

    He, on the other hand, has corresponded regularly with inmates for a 

decade or so, concerning pastoral visits, lethal injection, prison food, 

medical and other issues. While alert for self-serving claims, he adds, 

"I've worked hard (and spent more on postage than I care to calculate) to 

make myself known among the prison population and be known as a 

reporter who will treat them with respect and fairly." 

  

    After the late February tip, he reached some lawyer sources who were 

aware that something was going on with a prison doctor, but they had no 

details about the inmate. Prison mail is slow, but inmates Barrouquere 

contacted eventually told him more: The doctor might have been fired, 

and they provided the first, shocking tip about possible starvation. (The 

initial letter wrongly said that Embry, who was serving a nine-year drug-

related sentence, had hanged himself.) 

  

    Next, Barrouquere asked the coroner for the autopsy report and death 

certificate, which confirmed the suicide starvation part of the story. He 

requested the personnel file for the doctor involved with the inmate and 

any other records related to the death, which turned up "a treasure 

trove," including a damning Department of Corrections internal report on 

the death and even a photo of Embry. 

  

    Now it was the prison system's turn to be curious _ about how 
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Barrouquere had found out so much before it had finished its own 

investigation. 

     

   The story traced a tragic timeline. The mentally ill inmate had stopped 

taking anti-anxiety medication, then asked to resume it but was turned 

down by the medical staff. Last December, after weeks of erratic 

behavior including banging his head on his cell door, he began refusing 

meals. "I don't have any hope," he told a prison psychologist. By the time 

of his death in January, he had lost more than 30 pounds; the 6-foot-tall 

prisoner weighed just 138 pounds. 

  

    The internal investigation said medical personnel failed to give Embry 

drugs that could have kept his suicidal thoughts at bay and failed to 

monitor him as his health obviously declined. 

  

    Reaction to Barrouquere's exclusive was swift and strong. 

  

    In Kentucky, newspapers ran it on front pages or section fronts and 

followed with editorials expressing outrage about Embry's callous 

treatment. "His death, detailed this week by Brett Barrouquere with The 

Associated Press, should shock the conscience of Kentucky," said the 

Courier-Journal, demanding state action. Investigative hearings in the 

Legislature were announced, along with a criminal review by the state 

attorney general's office. Broadcasters produced followup stories; one 

station interviewed the AP reporter. 

  

    Online, the story drew top billing and a flood of furious comment on 

websites from ABCNews and Gawker to Salon and Mother Jones, which 

said incredulously: "It's 2014." More than once, noted Barrouquere's 

editor, Joe Danborn, commenters quoted novelist Fyodor Dostoevsky's 

famous observation, "The degree of civilization in a society can be judged 

by entering its prisons." 

  

    AP's Paula Froke received this note from MSN News: "Ky. inmate story 

... has been kicking ass all afternoon _ our top performer by far." 

  

    A quieter response came the next day, when Barrouquere received a 

phone call at the office. 

  

    He had ended his story with mournful understatement: "Embry, a 

heating and air conditioning repairman by trade, had no family or friends 

visit him at the prison, and no one claimed his remains. He is buried in a 

potter's field near the penitentiary." 

  

    Now on the phone was Embry's estranged stepdaughter, who had 

learned of his death through AP's story. Tearfully, she said the family 

would make arrangements for a proper burial. 
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    For cultivating often-ignored sources to break important news that 

might otherwise never have come to light, Brett Barrouquere is awarded 

this week's $500 prize. 

  

Others whose work impressed the judges: 

  

Hussein Malla, chief photographer, Beirut, for an exclusive photo essay 

documenting the treacherous 12-hour hike by a group of Syrians to 

escape to Lebanon on foot and on the back of horses. He convinced a 

smuggler to let him know when the refugees would be coming, 

  

Mike Schneider, correspondent, Orlando; Suzette Laboy, hybrid, Miami; 

and John Raoux, photographer, Orlando, for exposing the fact that in the 

shadow of Walt Disney World, "the happiest place on Earth," poorly paid 

and sometimes homeless workers can barely afford to live. The text, 

photo and video package was a top placement on Yahoo. 

  

Erica Werner, congressional reporter, Washington, for reporting that new 

Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson was considering changing the 

government's deportation policy to allow illegal immigrants in the U.S. to 

stay if they have no significant criminal record. Had the proposed policy 

been in effect last year, there may have been up to 20,000 fewer 

deportations. 

  

Bill Kole, bureau chief, New England, for embedding in the Boston 

Marathon and tweeting personal observations and quotes from runners 

and spectators at every mile. @billkole was the 5th most-mentioned 

Twitter handle on Monday. 

  

Margie Mason, medical writer, Jakarta, and Robin McDowell, 

correspondent, Myanmar, for reporting that an increasing number of 

children are among the massive boat exodus of ethnic Rohingya refugees 

from Myanmar. Cross-format journalists from four countries tracked the 

narrative of two unaccompanied children. 

  

Rahmat Gul, photographer; Kay Johnson, newswoman; and Rahim Faiez, 

reporter, Afghanistan; for exclusive photos and an interview in the 

shooting of three Americans at a Kabul hospital. Gul took screenshots 

and obtained digital copies of photos of the victims from a vice-

chancellor who lunched with them the day before they died. 

  

Jim Gomez, chief correspondent, Manila; and Julie Pace, White House 

correspondent, Washington, for being first to confirm that the United 

States and the Philippines had reached an agreement to allow a larger 

American military presence. Gomez obtained a confidential government 

factsheet and draft program announcing the change, and Pace 
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confirmed. 

  

Patrick Whittle, newsman, Portland, Maine, for breaking the news that 

the number of baby lobsters off the Maine coast continues to dwindle, a 

serious cause for alarm for that state's lucrative lobster fishery. 

  

Laura Wides-Munoz and Christine Armario, newspersons, Miami, for 

finding out that leaders of one of the nation's most influential Cuban-

American groups were secretly involved in a program to spread a Twitter-

like networking service in Cuba, and even considered taking it over. 

  

Bradley Brooks, bureau chief, Brazil, for coming back from paternity leave 

to cover explosions in a Rio slum meant to be "pacified" just weeks ahead 

of the World Cup. Brooks took video as homemade explosives detonated 

and hundreds of glass bottles rained down. 

  

Eric Talmadge, bureau chief, Pyongyang; and Rafael Wober, APTN 

producer, Pyongyang/Hong Kong, for convincing the World Food Program 

to hand over an internal document detailing the worst funding crisis 

faced by the U.N. agency in North Korea, with more than 500,000 

children cut off from aid. 

  

AP Best of States  

  
"Start: The gun booms, the runners roar; we're off. I'm bobbing in a sea 

of fist pumps and high fives. Boston's back. 

  

Anniversaries are among the hardest events to cover in interesting and 

distinctive ways, and news organizations from around the 

globe descended on Boston last week for the first running of the 

marathon since last year's bombings. Despite the hundreds of journalists 

stationed at the start, finish and all along the marathon route, AP was 

alone in having a reporter laced up and running all  26.2 miles _ while 

reporting on it in real time. 

  

New England Chief of Bureau Bill Kole's series of tweets _ one at each 

mile _ provided the AP with distinctive, runners-view observations that 

could be gained no other way but being out among the runners. The 

tweets were a combination of Kole's observations and color from runners 

and spectators from Hopkinton to Back Bay: 

  

Mile 4: Someone just channeled Red Sox slugger David Ortiz: "This is our 

(expletive) marathon!" 

  

Mile12: Word reaches us mid-pack runners of a sweet American victory, 

and a collective cheer goes up. 
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Mile 17: Sign of the race: "Dad, I'm pregnant." And right before the 

dreaded Newton hills. Dang, dad. 

  

Kole's 140-character reporting bursts, under hashtag #26Tweets2Boston, 

were retweeted thousands of times and briefly trended. @billkole was 

the 5th most-mentioned Twitter handle on Monday. 

Poynter, BusinessInsider.Com and others described how this innovative 

and poignant element of AP's coverage moved some readers to tears. 

  

Mile 19: Just when I was about to complain about a blister, I passed a 

man with a carbon fiber blade. There are no words. 

  

Mile 23: A blister on my toe is bleeding thru my shoe. Hurts but all I can 

think is how grateful I am to have a foot. 

  

AP and #26Tweets2Boston were credited widely online all day Monday 

and well into Tuesday. AP incorporated many of the tweets into 

"Marathon Watch" on the BigStory platform online and in AP Mobile. 

Other print and broadcast journalists around the country gave AP a 

shout-out; one called the tweets "a must-read for lovers of Boston, 

running, or just the human spirit." CKOM News, a radio station in far-

flung Saskatoon, Canada, read the tweets to listeners during the 

afternoon commute. NBCNews.Com included some of the tweets in a 

blog, "A Wicked Good Time: Lighthearted Moments at the Marathon." 

  

For Kole, a longtime marathon runner, covering the distance was not as 

big a challenge as dealing with technological issues and having to stop at 

each mile, causing his muscles to tighten badly. He ran with his iPhone 

and a portable battery pack to ensure he could have enough power to 

keep up his transmissions. He ran into persistent network problems that 

delayed some of the tweets. Tweets on Miles 13 and 15 vanished. Still he 

kept on. 

  

Mile 25: This is where police stopped the race last year. Nothing but a 

jubilant stream of humanity today. 

  

Finish: Everyone's screaming on Boylston Street. For all the right reasons. 

36,000 sweaty, tearful, exuberant reasons. 

  

And now one more reason to cheer: For his exceptional athletic and 

journalistic feat, his innovative use of social media, and for managing to 

come up with a completely distinctive take on the dreaded anniversary 

story, Bill Kole is this week's winner of Best of the States. 

  

Other work that impressed the judges:  
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- Patrick Whittle, newsman, Portland, Maine, for breaking the news that 

the number of baby lobsters off the Maine coast continues to dwindle, a 

serious cause for alarm for that state's lucrative lobster fishery. 

  

- Brett Barrouquere, newsman, Louisville, for reporting that a mentally ill 

prisoner went on hunger strike and starved to death as doctors declined 

his pleas for medication. Barroquere confirmed the story through weeks 

of interviews, letters to inmates and open records requests. 

  

- Laura Wides-Munoz and Christine Armario, newspersons, Miami, for 

finding out that leaders of one of the nation's most influential Cuban-

American groups were secretly involved in a program to spread a Twitter-

like networking service in Cuba, and even considered taking it over. 

  

- Mike Schneider, correspondent, Orlando; Suzette Laboy, hybrid, Miami; 

and John Raoux, photographer, Orlando, for exposing the fact that in the 

shadow of Walt Disney World, "the happiest place on Earth," poorly-paid 

and sometimes homeless workers can barely afford to live. The text, 

photo and video package was top on Yahoo. 
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